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ccording to Fannie Mae, 41% of mortgage lenders are
focused on member-facing technology as the means to
greater competitiveness.1 While improving the member
experience is a necessary priority, credit unions may be selling
themselves short by failing to streamline the entire lending process.
While simple back office optimizations
can lead the way toward greater profitability, only 29% of lenders are placing
the need to streamline business processes as a top priority. 2
OPTIMIZE BUT KEEP
MEMBER FOCUS
Homebuyers of all ages want some fairly
simple digital options, such as the abil-
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ity to compare rates online. Additionally, the number of individuals who complete a mortgage application digitally is
on the rise in nearly every generational
borrower segment.
PwC reports that the number of Gen
Z borrowers using an online lender was
2.2 times higher in 2019 than it was
the previous year, and Millennials increased their use of an online lender by

1.5 times year-over-year.3
Member satisfaction with digital offerings is also evidenced by J.D. Power’s
2018 U.S. Primary Mortgage Origination Satisfaction Study. Satisfaction
with mortgage originators jumped
10 points from the previous year due
mostly to increased consumer use of
digital and mobile channels.4
The J.D. Power 2019 study reported
similar findings, revealing that overall satisfaction scores were 140 points
higher, on average, when consumers
had real-time access to the status of
their loan.5 Unfortunately, the wave of
member happiness dried up temporarily in the second quarter of the year as
a 54% increase in the number of mort-

gage originations over the previous
formation indicating when members
GAINING THE INSIGHTS TO
abandon an application and seek inquarter strained the existing capacity of
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ward improvement that can generate
quarter-over-quarter.
tutions can realize a 50% improvement
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an increased number of closings.
ber expectations during periods of high
automating processes, such as workflows
As consumers move more toward
and decision-making, as well as residual
activity underscores the need for credit
digital channels, expectations lean
processes, like resource planunions to consider digital solutoward faster and more efficient proning. 9
tions that also focus on optimizcesses. To attract and maintain market
But
how
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unions
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share, credit unions need insights to
know when they are on track
It is also important to note
The
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focus their efforts and keep the backtoward bottom-line results? To
that while 61% of responoffice humming.
realize the greatest improvefailure to
dents expect a fully digital
mortgage application pro- meet member ments in efficiency, as well as
cess, 49% of Millennials acexpectations profitability, credit unions also More Information
need to incorporate data anatually used a mix of channels
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